13.05.2019,
members
of
Amra
Simantabasi and Amra Chitmoholbasi
visited Dinhata -II BDO office to meet
BDO Mr. Jayanta Kumar Dutta. The
dwellers from Purba, Madhya, Dakkhin
Mashaldanga, Karola and Puaturkuthi
were present. The dwellers attracted the
attention of BDO on non availability of
social deliverance. Mr. Dutta contacted
the Pradhan and also other concerned
officers in front of the erstwhile enclave
and bordering populace. The administration admitted their failures. The
BDOI accepted the memorandum and assured to cover up the gaps as
earliest.
On 14.05.2019 members of Amra
Simantabasi met with Sitalkuchi BDO
office to discuss the problems about
erstwhile enclave dwellers and
bordering populace. Earlier during
March he assured to fix one meeting
with BSF but failed. In coming month
he assured to fix the meeting with BSF
personnel. Later, one street corner
meeting was held at Sangarbari
market. Almost 35-40 people gathered from different bordering villages
and erstwhile enclaves. Erstwhile enclave dwellers and bordering people
narrated their agony. In both these meetings representatives from
MASUM were present.
On 15.05.2019, Amra Simantabasi and Amra Chitmoholbasi two
community level organizations arranged one meeting with PRIs and one
street corner meeting. First meeting was with panchayat members of
Okrabari gram panchayet. On that meeting they raised the issues of
bordering populace. The panchayat members confirmed those issues and

they said every month DM
Coochbehar makes some instructions
to concerned BSF. So they suggested
to arrange a meeting with DM with
bordering populace on these issues.
They confirmed to participate on that
meeting too. After that Amra
Chitmoholbasi arranged one street
corner meeting at nearest market of
Batrigach erstwhile enclave. On that
street corner meeting the enclave dwellers raised the issue of negligence
from concerned government authorities.
On 17.05.2019 Masum organised one meeting with panchayat members
of Sahebganj gram panchayat. Pradhan, other members and Asha
employees were present. From the members and Asha employees the
house came to know about BSF restrictions. Asha employees have a list
of people who died due to negligence of medications and this is
happened due to BSF restrictions. They assured to make one complaint
to respective BDO on these issues and will give one copy of it by next
week.

